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Valued Testa Produce Customers:

we would like to take the time to give you some information regarding the industry’s recent 
lemon supply shortage. this information comes from sunkist growers.

for the past several months, imported lemon supplies from chile to the U.S. were down •	
as much as 30-40% from the same time last year. chile shippers have sent a much higher 
percent of their crop to asia than to the U.S. 
mexican growers experienced very hot, dry growing conditions which caused less •	
growth, mostly smaller sizes, and reduced volume resulting in sporadic supplies. in addi-
tion, heavy rains significantly delayed harvests for the next week or so. supplies should 
improve for the months of nov/dec, which will help relieve the industry’s demand ex-
ceeds supply ratio. 
D3 new desert crop typically doesn’t start in large volumes in september, and this month •	
is no exception. they’ve had to deal with some random heavy rains and high temps (won’t 
pick if temps are above 95 degrees). and when temps did dip down below 95, humidity was 
too high (won’t pick if humidity is above 35%). so in attempts to ‘mind the fruit’ and do 
the right thing to produce quality lemons for sunkist, it did not allow for getting fruit 
off. picking has started in coachella and yuma, but so far volume is light and sizing isn’t 
great. this region likely wont hit better volumes until mid- october so it’s a slow, gradu-
al process to find improved, consistent lemon supplies.
the D2 southern california crop storage is at a several year low so they are trying, with •	
very limited supplies, to stretch this out so they do not ‘gap’ and have no lemons at all 
until this D3 program can increase volumes to satisfy. this points to a very tough next 
couple of weeks, a slow gradual improvement, and hopefully a better nov/dec.
high summer temps in several regions of the U.S. helped drive increased foodservice con-•	
sumption, and retailers reported increased lemon sales even when they were not high-
lighting or promoting. 

If you have any questions about this issue, please contact our quality assurance manager, 
barbara daly, at barbarad@testaproduce.com or peter testa at petert@testaproduce.com. 

If you would like to add someone to, or be removed from this notification, please contact 
our It Manager, Jamie White, at Jamiew@testaproduce.com, or 312.226.3237, or you may con-
tact your sales rep.

Thank you,

Testa produce quality assurance
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